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Perception refers to the process by which two or more agents make sense of the same information
differently [5]. Largely unexplored within the Fair AI literature, in this work, we consider perception
as a parameter of interest for fairness problems and present the fair causal perception (FCP) frame-
work. FCP allows for an algorithmic decision-maker h to elicit group-specific representations, or
perceptions, around a sensitive attribute A to enhance the information set X used for calculating the
decision outcome h(X) = Ŷ . It combines ontologies [2] and structural causal models [4], by using
the former to semantically enrich the latter [1]. Under FCP, we can enrich A by operationalizing
two distinct processes around it: categorization and signification [3]. Categorization entails sorting
instances into categories, while signification entails an interpretive act in which we represent the
social meanings relevant to the decision context. This act of interpretation becomes available to h
by introducing a set of perceptions around A that both signify and prescribe additional information
on how belonging to A can affect X beyond what is recorded. We envision an h that can choose
to reinterpret X using A-specific perceptions depending on its fairness goals, meaning that it is
possible for the same individual instance to be classified differently by h depending on the evoked
representations. We showcase our framework using a college admissions problem. In the case of a
tie between two observably alike candidates with different socioeconomic backgrounds A, h can
non-randomly break the tie in favor of the under-privileged candidate using FCP. With FCP we
can describe what it means to be a candidate from the under-privileged group and, in turn, how it
causally affects a candidate’s SAT scores X by describing local penalties to be introduced by h when
comparing these candidates. Although, under FCP, h deviates from the individual fairness notion
of treating similar individuals alike, it can also lead to fairer results as under-privileged candidates
can be prioritized when all else is equal. We will test this hypothesis and evaluate our proposed
framework by assessing our use case against individual fairness benchmarks.
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